EUROPEAN ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLATFORM
The open collaborative tool for a strong and connected energy efficiency community

e3p.jrc.ec.europa.eu

WHAT
The EC online platform to foster the practical implementation of the Energy Efficiency Directive (Article 25)

FOR WHOM
Stakeholders
Policy-makers
Media

WHY
Scientific community

Better energy efficiency policies

HOW...
...From open data collection

Content validation

TO

FOR

Reach EU 2030 Energy and Climate targets

COLLABORATIVE TOOLS
Data hub
Browse and share datasets and graphs

WikEE
Write and share articles, connect knowledge, data and publications

Community
Browse and create working group

SEARCHING TOOLS
You can publish news and events...
...and you can share

Products
Buildings
Urban areas
Transport and Mobility
Industry
Energy Generation and Distribution

CROSS THEMATIC AREAS
Economics and Financing
Technology and Standards
Behaviour and Social
Policies and Target